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ABSTRACT 
We discuss methods for solving some familiar matrix equations. The methods 
were derived from the theory of quivers, a powerful tool in the representation theory 
of algebras. It is not necessary that the reader understand quivers, but we include a 
brief explanation for those who may be interested. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field, and let A, B, and C be matrices over K of respective 
sizes m X k, 1 X n, and m X n. We will discuss the matrix equations 
AXB = C and AX - YB = C. We will give necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for the existence of solutions, and an algorithm for finding the solutions 
when they exist. Our approach is based on a canonical form for the matrix 
triple (A, B, C) that results from the theory of quivers, a powerful tool in the 
representation theory of algebras that was introduced by Gabriel [l]. It is not 
necessary to know anything about quivers to understand our main results, but 
we present a sketch of the theory and its application to our matrix equations 
for those who find the possibilities intriguing. In the next section, we discuss 
the equation AX = C, as a warmup. It is, of course, a special case of each of 
the more complicated equations. 
2. THE EQUATION AX = C 
Let A and C be m X k and m X n matrices. We claim that there are 
invertible matrices T, U, and W of suitable sizes such that (TAU, TCW) = 
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(A’, C’), where 
(z, 0 o\ ‘I, 0 0’ 
A’ ’ ‘t, ’ and C’ 0 0 0 = = . 0 0 0  z,,  
\o 0 0) \o 0 o/ 
Here, I, denotes an x X x identity, matrix; the strange names for the block 
sizes will be explained later. The solutions of AX = C are precisely all 
matrices X of the form Uyw-l, where A’Y = C’. If we block Y as (Yij) in 
accord with the blocking of A’ and C’, we see that 
/ Y,l y12 y13 \ 
A’y = ‘21 ‘22 ‘23 . 
0 0 0 
\o 0 o/ 
Thus, A’Y = C’ has solutions if and only if Zf, = 0, which is to say, the 
dimension t, is zero. If this criterion holds, one can write 
A’= [i $ !) and C’= 1; i); 
the matrices Y such that A’Y = C’ are those of the form 
Z, 0 
i ) 
0 0, 
’ ‘32 31 
where Y3i and Y,, are arbitrary. 
Let us comment on the solvability criterion t, = 0. It is evident that 
rank( A’IC’) = t 1 + rank A’. Since rank is invariant under equivalence, it 
follows that AX = C has solutions if and only in rank( AIC) = rank A. This 
criterion is well known, at least in the case where C is a column vector. 
Further, one can easily show that for t, to be zero, it is necessary and 
sufficient that vC = 0 whenever v is a row vector with VA = 0. 
Here is the algorithm for finding A’ and B’. Start with the array (Al B). 
The operations allowed are elementary row operations on the whole array, 
elementary column operations on the part to the left of the vertical line, and 
elementary column operations on the part to the right of the line. Columns 
from one side of the line cannot be used to modify those on the other. First 
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we use row and column operations to bring A to the form 
I 0 ( i 0 0’ 
We will call this maneuver diagonalizing A. The row operations will probably 
change the matrix B, and the new form of A naturally splits the array into 
two rows. Our transformed matrix looks like this: 
Now B, can be diagonalized without changing anything to the left of the 
vertical line, and we have 
Rows from the identity block just created can now be subtracted from the 
ones above to kill B,. After interchanging the last two columns, we have 
0 0 0 0 
At this point we may seem to be at an impasse, since to deal with B,, we 
may have to do some row operations that will alter the identity matrix in the 
(1,l) position. the effect will be to replace that identity matrix by some 
invertible matrix. But an invertible matrix can be reduced to the identity by 
column operations alone; hence, we can diagonalize B,, repair the (1,l) 
entry, interchange the last two columns, and the required form has been 
achieved. 
3. THE CANONICAL FORM FOR THE HARDER CASES 
Let A, B, and C be matrices over K of the sizes described above. We 
assert that there are invertible matrices T, U, V, and W of appropriate sizes 
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such that (TAU, VBW, TCW) = (A’, B’, C’), where 
A’ = 
B’ = 
C’ = 
‘z 0 0 o\ 
0 It3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0’ 
0 0 0 I, 
0 0 0 o/ 
L 0 0 0 0 0’ 
0 4, 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 00’ 
0 0 0 zrl 0 0 
I 
(1, 000 0 0 
0000 0 0 
0000 0 0 
0 0 0 zrl 0 0 
0 0 0 0 zr2 0 
, 0 0 0 0 0 ztp 
The matrices T, U, V, and W result from sequences of row and column 
operations. 
Here is an algorithm for finding (A’, B’, C’); T, U, V, and W can be 
computed along with them by recording the elementary matrices involved. 
We form the array 
C A 
B ’ 
Thus, any operation done on the rows of C is also done on those of A and 
conversely, so that both are multiplied from the left by the same invertible 
matrix U. Row operations on B have no effect on C or A. Likewise, the 
column operations on C and B are the same, but the columns of A can be 
manipulated independently of C and A. 
step 1. Diagonalize C; A and B will change: 
Z 0 A, 
0 0 A,. 
4 4 
Notice that the first row and first column have split. 
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Step 2. Diagonalize A,: 
1 0 A, A, 
0 0 z 0 
0 0 0 0’ 
4 B, 
Step 3. Subtract multiples of rows from the second block row from those 
of the first to kill A,: 
I 0 0 A, 
0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0’ 
B, B, 
We will call this sort of process killing A,. 
Step 4. Find invertible matrices F and G such that FA,G is diagonal- 
ized, and pass to 
F 0 0 FA,G 
ooz 0 
0 00 0’ 
B, B, 
Step 5. At the cost of changing B,, do column operations within the first 
block of columns to make the (1,l) entry the identity again: 
z 0 0 0 I 0 
0 z 0 000 
0 0 0 1 0 0. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
B, Bs B, 
Step 6. Diagonalize B,, and then kill the parts of B, and B, that are to 
the left of the identity matrix produced: 
z 0 oooozo 
0 z 000000 
0 0 oozooo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0’ 
0 0 IO 
B, B, 0 0 
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Step 7. Now diagonalize B,. The (2,2) entry will be altered, but can be 
restored to the identity by row operations: 
I 0000010 
0 zoooooo 
0 ozooooo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 
0 0 0 z 0 
B 11 z 0 0 0 
B 12 0 0 0 0 
Step 8. Diagonalize B,,, and kill the part of B,, above the identity thus 
produced. The (1,l) entry will be changed. It can be restored to the identity 
by row operations, which will alter the (1,7) entry. It can be restored to the 
identity by column operations: 
1 0 ooooozoo 
0 z 00000010 
0 0 z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 ooozoo 
0 0 000000 , 
0 0 0 z 0 
0 45 z 0 0 0 
z 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Step 9. Diagonalize B,,. A sequence of “repairs” to the existing identity 
matrices must be made, as in step 8: 
zoooooooozooo 
0100000000100 
0010000000010 
0001000000000 
0000100000000 
ooooozooooooo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 z 0 0 0 0. 
0000000000000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 z 0 
0 z 0 z 0 0 0 0 
oooozooo 
z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000000 
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Step 10. Subtract column 2 from column 4. This kills the identity in the 
(10,4) position, but puts a -I in the (2,4) position. Adding row 4 to row 2 
now makes the (2,4) entry zero again. A permutation of the rows of B and of 
the columns of A now yields 
zooooooozoooo 
ozooooooozooo 
oozooooooozoo 
0001000000000 
oooozoooooooo 
ooooozooooooo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0. 
0000000000000 
z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ozoooooo 
oooozooo 
oooooozo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
step 11. Interchange columns 4 and 5, then rows 4 and 5: 
zooooooozoooo 
ozooooooozooo 
oozooooooozoo 
0001000000000 
oooozoooooooo 
ooooozooooooo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 z 0. 
0000000000000 
zooooooo 
ozoooooo 
ooozoooo 
oooooozo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Step 12. Observe that we can reblock so as to combine rows 1 and 2 into 
a single row and rows 5 and 6 into a single row, likewise combining the 
corresponding columns. The result is a matrix that comes into the conical 
form upon suitable permutation of the rows and columns. 
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4. THE SOLUTIONS OF THE EQUATION AXB = C 
Given A, B, and C, we determine A’ = TAU, B’ = VBW, and C’ = TCW 
as above. The equation A’X’B’ = C’ amounts to A(UX’V) B = C, since T 
and W are invertible. Thus the solutions of AXB = C are in one-to-one 
correspondence with those of A’X’B’ = C’ via X * U-‘Xv-l. Let X’ be 
blocked as (X. .> ,3 4x4 in accordance with the blocking of A’, B’, and C’. We 
find that 
Xi, Xi, 0 Xi, 0 0 
X2, X22 0 X24 0 0 
A’X’B’ = ; ; ; ; ; ; . 
X4, X4, 0 X4, 0 0 
\o 0 0 0 00, 
Comparing with C’, we see that a A’X’B’ = C’ has solutions if and only if 
r, = ?-s = t, = 0. In this case, the matrices reduce to 
A’=[! ‘x3 i), B’=[i $ i), and C=[i i i). 
Under the assumption that the matrices are in this form, an easy calcula- 
tion now shows that the solutions are the matrices of block form 
1 1 
4 0 X,3 
x = 0 0 x,, ) 
&I -%! x33 
where the Xij are arbitrary. The criterion for existence of solutions will be 
restated in a coordinate-free form later. 
5. THE SOLUTIONS OF THE EQUATION AX - BY = C 
To solve AX - YB = C, first find A’, B’, etc., as before. The equation 
A’X’ - Y’B’ = C’ amounts to A(UX’) - (Y’V) B = C, so it suffices to 
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discuss the situation for A’X’ - Y’B’ = C’. Blocking X’ and Y’ appropri- 
ately and calculating shows that solutions exist if and only if t, = 0. In this 
case, we have 
A’ = 
B’ = 
C’ = 
L 0 0 0 
0 zt, 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 zr2 
L 0 0 0 
0 zt, 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 zr, 
0' 
0 
0 . 
0 
I 0 0 0 0 zr, 
I, 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 zrl 
O\ 
0 
0 ’ 
0 
A calculation shows that the solutions are given by 
I x11 x12 0 x14 0 \ 
x21 x22 0 x24 0 
X’= x 
31 x32 x33 x35 x35 ' 
,x4, x42 0 x44 cp , 
I 
Xl, - 1, x,2 y,3 x,4 ' 
X2, x22 - It, y23 x24 
y' = 0 0 Y 33 0. 
0 0 Y 43 -q 
, x4, X 42 y 53 x44 , 
where the Xij and Yjj are arbitrary. Again, the existence criterion will be 
restated later. 
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6. QUIVERS 
Now we explain how the canonical forms were developed, and present 
some solvability criteria that are independent of those forms. 
A (finite) quiver Q is a finite set of vertices, for convenience named 
1 ,a**> n, with, for each pair (i, j> of vertices, a finite set {a!;), . . . , cr~~~j)} of 
arrows from i to j. A representation ‘T of Q is given by assigning a K-vector 
space Vi to each vertex i and a K-linear map A!!) : Vi + Vj to each arrow 
o!$’ from i to j. In this paper we will always assume that each Vi is 
finite-dimensional. If another representation Y is given, with spaces Wi and 
mappings B,‘!), a homomorphism from 7 to w* consists of linear transforma- 
tions ai : Vi + Wi such that Qj A$:) = BjJ+‘@j, for all i, j, and k. The direct 
sum of 7 and ?Y is the representation Y@ Y whose ith space is Vi @ Wi, 
with the arrow a$) represented by A(h) @ B!$). A representation is indecom- 
posable if it cannot be written as a di rect sum of nonzero representations. 
Every representation is a direct sum of indecomposable ones that are unique 
up to isomorphism and order of occurrence. The direct sum of m copies of Y 
will be written as Y(“‘). 
The representations of Q are essentially the same as K-finite-dimensional 
left modules for the path algebra of Q. Although we will not make much use 
of this feature in this paper, we will discuss it briefly for the sake of those who 
may be interested. The algebra A(Q) has as a basis a set {ei, . . . , e,} of 
orthogonal idempotents, together with all the paths in Q, where by a path we 
mean a sequence p of arrows or,. . . , q,, such that the head of oi and the 
tailof (Yi+r are at the same vertex, for 1 < i < m. We define ej p = p = pei 
if p starts at i and ends at j; any other sort of product of a path and an 
idempotent is zero. The product of paths is defined by concatenation if that 
yields a path; otherwise the product is zero. Notice that A(Q) is of finite 
K-dimension if and only if Q contains no circuits, i.e., no path starts and ends 
at the same vertex. 
Here are two basic examples. Let Q consist of a single vertex 1 and one 
arrow X from 1 to itself. A representation is then a vector space V with a 
linear endomorphism T. An isomorphism of this representation with another, 
say given by V’ and T’, is an isomorphism S : V -+ W such that T’ = STS-‘, 
whence the theory of matrix similarity is embraced. A path in Q consists of a 
certain number m of iterations of the loop X, which we write suggestively as 
X”. From this, we easily identify A(Q) with the polynomial ring K[ Xl, and 
recover the perspective that the classification of transformations up to similar- 
ity is just the representation theory of the polynomial ring. 
As a second example, consider the quiver Q’ : 1 + 2. A representation is 
a linear transformation T : V, + V,, and an isomorphism of it with another 
T’ : Vi + Vi is a pair of isomorphisms Vi : Vi + Vi’ such that U,T = T’U,, 
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whence the classification of representations of this quiver is just the theory of 
equivalence of transformations. The path algebra in this case can be identi- 
fied with the ring of all 2 X 2 lower triangular matrices over K. We will now 
discuss the indecomposable representations of Q’, and their direct sums, in 
order to accustom the reader to dealing with zero matrices that have no rows 
but several columns, or vice versa. The indecomposable representations of 0’ 
are S, : K + 0, S, : 0 + K, and R : K + K, where the mapping in R is the 
identity. A typical representation can be written as R(‘) CB Sl”l’ CB Spz), and 
looks like 
where the mapping is given by 
(1 \ rxr 
A= 0 oxs, 
\ 
0 9,x0 
Let us look at the case where r = sr = 2 and ss = 1. The number of 
rows is 2 + 0 + 1 = 3, and the number of columns is 2 + 2 + 0 = 4. There 
is a 2 X 2 identity matrix in the upper left comer, and all other entries are 
zero. Therefore, A is 
( 0 1 0 10 0 0 . i 
7. THE QUIVER VIEW OF OUR MATRIX EQUATIONS 
The equation AX = C says that the diagram 
is commutative. If we ignore the mapping X, what remains is a representa- 
tion V, z V, p V, of the quiver P : 1 -+ 2 + 3. This is the Dynkin diagram 
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A,, if the direction of the arrows is ignored. Gabriel’s work shows that there 
are six indecomposable representations of this quiver: 
T, : K + K +- 0, 
where any map K + K is the identity. In general, a representation of P has 
the form R(‘) @ Tit2) @ T{‘L) @ S, (‘1) @ S$Q) CD Sg3) and looks like this: 
Kc” @ @‘I) @ Kc”,’ z K”’ @ K(h) @ Kc”) @j K(Q) 
where A’ and C’ are in the canonical form. 
Now we point out something that may not be obvious. The matrices A’ 
and C’ can be viewed as being in block-diagonal form, with one block for 
each indecomposable direct summand. This structure is obscured by the 
oddities of “thin” matrices (those with zero rows or zero columns). From this 
point of view it is trivial to see that we have 
PROPOSITION. The matrix equation corresponding to a representation 7 
of P has a solution if and only if the matrix equation corresponding to each 
indecomposable direct summand of 7 has a solution. 
The solvability of the equation corresponding to each indecomposable 
representation is trivially determined by inspection. The only impossible 
situation is that of T,, where one is asked to factor the identity map of K 
through a space of dimension zero, or, in some sense, to solve the equation 
0. x = 1. Thus, the problem has been reduced to the first lessons of 
high-school algebra. The same principle applies to our other equations; we 
ultimately need only examine simple, scalar equations. 
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The equation AXB = C asserts the commutatively of the diagram 
If we ignore the transformation X, what remains is a representation 
V, E V, 2 V, k V, of the quiver Q : 1 +- 2 + 3 + 4. Similarly, the equa- 
tion AX - YB = C asserts a property of the diagram 
If we ignore X and Y, we again have a representation of Q. 
The quiver Q is the Dynkin diagram A,, if the direction of the arrows is 
ignored. It follows from Gabriel’s results that it has ten indecomposable 
representations. They are: 
Z 
T, 
T3 
s, 
St 
s3 
S4 
RI 
R2 
T2 
K+K+K+K, 
K+-K+O+O, 
O-O--K+-K, 
K+O-+O+O, 
0+-K-+0+0, 
O+-O-+K+O, 
O+O+O+K, 
K+-K+K+O, 
O-K+K+K, 
O+-K-+K+K. 
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In these, any map K + K is the identity. They have been listed in the order 
shown so that the canonical form will have the most convenient arrangement. 
A general representation of Q has the form 
It looks like this: 
K(3) KC”’ 
a3 63 
K’“’ K(h) K (td K(3) 
@ a3 a3 a3 
K(h) K(Q) 
63 5 a3 
K(Q) 
5 $ 
K (td 
5 g.j 
@“I’ K”I’ K(‘I’ K(Q) ’ 
a3 03 CD a3 
K(‘d K(9) K(%) K(‘z’ 
CD CD 
K(b) K(tz) 
where A’, B’, and C’ are in our canonical form. 
8. THE SOLVABILITY OF AXB = C 
The equation AXB = 0 always has the zero solution. On the other hand, 
if C # 0, then A and B must be nonzero for AXB = C to have a solution. 
Thus, the equations corresponding to the indecomposable representations 
R,, R,, and T, of Q are not solvable. The indecomposable representation 2 
corresponds to the scalar equation 1X1 = 1, which has the solution X = 1. 
Therefore, we see that AXB = C has a solution if and only if the correspond- 
ing representation 9 : V, + V, + V, + V, of Q has neither R,, R,, nor T, 
as a direct summand. 
9. THE SOLVABILITY OF AX - YB = C 
Since AX - YB = 0 always has a solution, we need only examine the 
indecomposable representations of Q in which the mapping playing the role 
of C is nonzero. Among these, the only case where no solution exists is that 
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of T,, which corresponds to the equation OX - Y 0 = 1. Hence, AX - YB 
= C has a solution if and only if the corresponding representation of Q does 
not have T, as a direct summand. 
10. DETECTING THE EXCLUDED REPRESENTATIONS 
Let 5Y:v, E V, 2 V, B V, be a representation of Q. 9 will have T2 as 
a direct summand if there exist homomorphisms @ : T, -+ 9’ and @ : 9 + T, 
such that W@ is the identity on T,. A homomorphism 0 : T, -+ 9 is a 
commutative diagram 
@I and Q4 must be zero maps, of course. A homomorphism K + Vi is 
determined by its value at 1. Thus, to give a homomorphism T, +S is to 
give vectors z)a E V, and z)a E V,. The commutativity condition requires that 
03 = Cv, and Bv, = 0. Hence the homomorphisms T, +LZ’ can be identi- 
fied with the elements of the kernel of B. 
Similarly, a homomorphism 1I’ : 9 + T2 is given by a commutative 
diagram 
Thus, one must give linear functionals ?P2 E V; and ‘P3 E V: such that 
*a = *aC and *a A = 0. If we have selected a homomophism CD : T, + 9 
corresponding to an element v of the kernel of B as above, we see that T@ 
is the identity on T, if and only if *sCv = I. Since v can always be 
multiplied by a nonzero scalar, we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION. A representation V, + V, + V, + V, of Q does not 
have Tz as a direct summund if and only if whenever v E V, and * E V,* 
are such that Bv = 0 and *A = 0, one has WZv = 0. This is also a 
necessary and sufficient condition for AX - YB = C to have a solution. 
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In terms of matrices, the requirement is that for vectors of suitable size, 
Bv = 0 and WA = 0 imply wCv = 0. 
In order to deal with R, and R,, we will use the fact that they 
correspond to modules that are respectively projective and injective over the 
path algebra A(Q). Th us, R, is a direct summand of 9 if and only if there is 
a surjection 1I’ : 9 + R,. The existence of such a surjection clearly amounts 
to having nonzero qi E Vi * for l<i<3, with q2=‘PlB=?3C and 
qs A = 0. Thus, the matrix criterion for R, to fail to be a summand of L%? is 
that if WA = 0 and WC # 0, then WC = w’B has no solution w’. Similarly, 
R2 is a direct summand of 9 if and only if there is a monomorphism 
R, +L%‘. We leave it to the reader to show that the matrix criterion for 
exclusion of R, is that if u1 E V,, o2 E V,, and Av, = Cv, # 0, then 
Bv, # 0. In summary, 
PROPOSITION. The matrix equation AXB = C has a solution $and only if 
the following criteria are met: 
(a> lf WA and Bv are zero, then wCv = 0. 
(b) Zf WA = 0 and WC = w’B for some wr, then WC = 0. 
(c) If Av, = Cv, # 0, then Bv, # = 0. 
We leave it to the reader to examine the requirements to exclude T, as a 
direct summand of a representation of P. One discovers: 
PROPOSITION. The matrix equation AX = C has a solution if and only if 
WC = 0 whenever WA = 0. 
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